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more than 1 litre

Session 4- To solve word problems with litres.

Complete the bar model below to help you to solve the
problem.

Task 4b- Solve the word problems below, underline
important information in the question to help you.
My bo le is
narrow and tall.

My bo le is wide
and tall.

My bo le is short
and wide.

Struan

Paul

Nina

Who has the bo le with the most water?

l

How much water do Struan and Paul have altogether?

Sally drank 2 l of milk on Monday, used 3 l of milk when baking on Tuesday and spilt 1 l
of milk on Wednesday.

l

How many litres of milk did Sally use altogether?

3l

2l 1l

Wilmer and his brother had 17 l of water. They used 8 l of the water to water the plants.
How much water do they have le ?

17 l
l

8l

Tess had 35 l of orange juice in her shop. Jack had 42 l in his shop. How much more
orange juice did Jack have than Tess?

42 l
?
35 l

l

Humanities- Kenya
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Existing Knowledge:
What do you know about the country Kenya?

4

Session 1:

Where is Kenya located in the world?
Key Knowledge

Key Vocabulary



Kenya is a country in the continent of Africa.



Africa



Nairobi is the capital city of Kenya.



continent



The main languages spoken are Swahili and English.



country



The population of Kenya is estimated to be 53 million.



capital city



The flag of Kenya is made of the colours: black, red, green
and white.



population

Task: Look at the images of the country Kenya. How is Kenya similar to where you live?

England and Kenya both have...
Kenya and England are similar because they both have...
Write your ideas here:

____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
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Where is Kenya?
A ‘continent’ is a large area of land made
up of countries that are joined.
There are seven ‘continents’ in the world:
Africa, Antarctica, Asia, Australia, Europe,
North America and South America.
Kenya is a ‘country’ in East Africa.
Kenya is joined to the following five
countries: Tanzania, Ethiopia, South
Sudan, Uganda, and Somalia.
Kenya’s coastline is the Indian Ocean.

Task: Find and circle Kenya on the map below.

Kenya is officially known as the Republic
of Kenya.
Kenya is more than twice the size of the
United Kingdom.
The capital and largest city of Kenya is
Nairobi.
Picture of Nairobi

In Kenya, there are more than 60 languages spoken.
Almost everyone speaks more than one African
language.
The main languages spoken are Swahili and
English.
Population means the number of people living in a particular area.
It is estimated that the population of Kenya is 53 million. In the capital city Nairobi, the
population is estimated 4.3 million.
The estimated population of England is 55 million. In the capital city of London, the
population is estimated 8.6 million.
6

Task: Write five facts about Kenya using the information above:

 ________________________________________________
 ________________________________________________
 ________________________________________________
 ________________________________________________
 ________________________________________________
What is the flag of Kenya?
The flag of Kenya is made up of the following colours:
Black: represents the people
Red: represents blood that was shed for freedom
Green: to show the land of Kenya
White: to show peace

Task: colour the flag of Kenya below and label what the colours represent.

7

Science- Plants
In this pupil workbook, you will find everything you need to learn about plants in
Year 2. This unit has six different sessions and each should take you around an hour.
Each session will start with a story of an experiment or explanation of a scientific
concept.
You do not need any equipment or resources other than this booklet to complete the
learning. At some points you may see there is a “Scientific Challenge”. These are
ideas to bring your learning to life and try the experiment yourself. You do not need
to do these to complete the work, but it would be a really fun way to ‘think like a
scientist’ at home.
To support you with your learning, the answers to the quizzes will be at the back of
this booklet. Of course parts of it may still feel difficult and you may not be able to
answer all of the questions. That is completely fine and all we ask is that you try your
best and do what you can.
Here are your six sessions:

1. What are the different parts of a plant?
2. What do plants need to stay healthy?
3. How does a seed germinate?
4. Life cycle of a plant
5. How do different plants grow?
6. How do plants help us?
We hope you enjoy learning all about plants! If you have access to the internet then
you could also research the answers to questions, find interesting websites to read
and videos to watch. This not necessary but will make your learning even more
exciting.
We recommend:



https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zpxnyrd - BBC Bitesize Plants
http://www.greatplanthunt.org/ - The Great Plant Hunt
 https://www.theschoolrun.com/learning-about-plants-in-primary-school - The School Run
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Knowledge Organiser
Glossary
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

leaf
root
stem
flower
bulb
water
light
temperature
germinate
fruit
seed
seed coat
embryo
food store
shoot
reproduce
life cycle
habitat
oxygen
deforestation

Parts of the plant which catch sunlight.
The part of the plant which absorbs water.
The main body of a plant.
The colourful part of a plant where seeds and fruit develop.
Similar to a seed, but grows again every year.
Essential for plants to grow.
Light is provided by our Sun.
How hot or cold it is.
When a seed grows into a plant.
The part of the plant which has seeds in it.
Grows into a new plant.
The hard outer coating of a seed.
The part of the seed which becomes a shoot.
Nutrients found inside a seed.
A part of a young plant.
To create new life.
The different stages of a living organism’s life to reproduce.
The place a living thing lives.
Part of the air we breathe.
When trees are cut down by humans.

Key Learning
 Plants need water, light and the correct
temperature to grow.


Seeds germinate when they have the right
conditions.



Different plants live in different habitats
which will help them grow.



When a plant dies, it may reproduce by
leaving seeds.



Plants are important to all life on Earth as they
provide oxygen.



Humans must look after plants and try to
prevent unnecessary deforestation.
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Existing Knowledge:
What do you know about plants?
Write down anything you already know about plants around the pictures below. What can you
observe from these pictures?

4

Session 1:

What are the different parts of a plant?
Key Knowledge

Key Vocabulary



Plants can be found in homes, outside in gardens and in the
wild.



Parts of a plant may include: root, stem, flower, bulb and
leaf.



Parts of plants serve different functions.



Some common wild plants are dandelions, daisies and
clover.



leaf



root



stem



flower



bulb

A Plant Treasure Hunt
One day when Mila was at home, her brother Leon challenged her to a
treasure hunt! “Let’s be scientists! How many plants can you find?” Leon
asked her. Mila got up and started to look around. She knew that in her
family’s kitchen they kept plant pots by the window.
“Daddy’s herbs!” Mila said as she pointed to the
windowsill. Daddy took good care of these plants by
watering them every day and leaving them in the sun. He
would pick the leaves to make their food delicious (only
adults should choose which plants to pick). Daddy was at
the table chopping fruit, there were lots of leaves on the
table from the strawberries he was chopping. She
wondered if this was a plant? What do you think?
“Mila, look outside the window.” Daddy said. Outside the
window Mila saw a large tree with branches stretched out
full of leaves. Its brown trunk was taller than their house
and she could hear birds singing from it.
“Let’s look outside.” Leon suggested, and they decided to go
for a walk. Their neighbour Mrs Potts always grew beautiful
flowers outside her door.
“They smell sweet!” Mila exclaimed as she sniffed the pink and yellow tulip
flower. A petal fell into her hand, she turned it over and popped it back onto
the soil. As Mila and Leon walked around, she saw bits of green hidden in lots
of places. In-between the pavement, she saw shoots appearing and blades of
grass. She even saw a plant with a big, yellow flower and large leaves.
“This is a dandelion,” Leon told her, “Quick, look over here Mila – I’ve found
something lucky.” Mila rushed over to the patch of grass. Leon bent over and
plucked something green. It had four leaves, a stem and a root.
5

“It’s a four-leaf clover,” Mila said with a smile.
“These bring you luck, don’t they?”. As the two
children walked back inside, they collected the small
white and yellow flowers they saw on the way. Leon
stopped to show his sister that you could open the
stem to tie the flowers together. After tying all the
flowers together, he had made a daisy chain.

Task:
Name five plants that Leon and Mila found. Use the information above:

 _________________________________________
 _________________________________________
 _________________________________________
 _________________________________________
 _________________________________________
Task:
Do you think a strawberry is a plant?

Yes

Not sure

No

Why do you think this?

____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
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Task:
One of the plants Mila spotted was a tulip. Here is a diagram of a tulip. Using these key words,
label the diagram:

bulb

stem

root

7

flower

leaf

Parts of a Plants

branches

trunk
roots

In human bodies, we have different body parts to do different
jobs. Similarly, each part of a plant has a different function.
 Roots take in nutrients and water. Also, the roots
keep plants in the ground. Without them, the plant
would fall over.
 Stems support the plant to stay upright and allow the
nutrients and water to travel to the leaves and flower.
 Trunks and branches do the same job as the stem, but
are thicker, larger and harder. These are found in trees.
 Leaves help plants catch the sun which is important to
help them grow.
 Flowers look pretty and can also smell nice. These
colours and smells attract insects which help plants to
produce seeds.
 Seeds and bulbs store nutrients to help a plant grow.
 Fruit is a delicious part of plants which animals
(including humans) like to eat. Seeds can be found
inside a plant’s fruit.

leaf

seeds

Match the part of the plant to its function. Use the information above to help you.

stem
leaf
roots
seed

fruits

bulb

Task:

flower

stem

Helps the plant to stay upright
Catches sunlight
Takes in nutrients and water from the ground.

Pretty and colourful to attract insects
Stores nutrients to help a plant grow.
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Task:
Give two functions of the plant’s roots:

1. _________________________________________
2. _________________________________________

Task:
How is a tree trunk and a tulip stem similar?

They are similar because…._________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
They are different because….________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
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Task:
Look at the pictures. Can you identify which part is circled.
Picture

Part

Function

10

Task:
Draw a plant and label it with the parts that you have learned today.
Scientific Challenge: Could you be a scientist and go a plant treasure hunt like Mila and Leon?
Good scientists observe carefully and compare what they have found. How are the plants you
find similar or different? If you cannot access any plants, use one of the pictures from the previous
task to help you.
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Shadow Puppets
Thought to be the oldest
puppetry in the world, shadow
puppets are used to retell a
story. They are usually dark
silhouettes held on a stick with
a light shone on them.

Glove or Hand Puppets

They are very popular and cover the
whole hand and part of the arm. They are
usually made from fabric.

One of the most famous puppet shows in
the world is the Punch and Judy show. It is
traditionally performed in a small booth at
the seaside.

 Could you use your stage to retell one of your
favourite stories?

Think about:

Design a stage for your puppet show.

Design Challenge

These are popular in carnivals,
especially Chinese dragons.

They are usually small and made from
fabric. They are worn on a finger.

Did you know?

Body Puppets

Finger Puppets

Background
Puppets are objects often used to retell a story. They usually use string or are on a hand to make the puppet move and
act as though it is alive. There are lots of different types of puppets that have been used to entertain people for
hundreds of years.

Puppets

This half term we will be making puppets! You could make a different type of puppet in each pack.
Year 2 Design & Technology

Art

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zkqw2hv

Have a go at creating the following project at home.

Resources: Paper, stick/straw

Resources: An old sock, pen, items to
decorate

Can you hold your own puppet show
using the puppets you have made?

Challenge:

Resources: Cardboard, pens/paint,
fabric (could be old item of clothing)

Could you use your puppets to retell a story?

Do you like the way your puppets look? Explain why.

Reflect

Can you create another toilet roll puppet
to use as a different character?

Challenge:

Think about how you want your puppet
to look.

Resources: Toilet roll, coloured paper,
pens, paint and any decorations you
want to add

Can you create the stage you
designed for your puppet show?

Stage

Can you use your puppet to tell a story?

Can you create a puppet from items
around your home?

Toilet Roll Puppet

Can you think of a name and character
for your sock puppet?

Challenge:

Can you create a shadow puppet?

Can you make a sock puppet?

Challenge:

Shadow Puppet

Sock puppet

Remember… If you are using scissors, please ask an adult to help you.

If you have access to the internet, find out how shadow puppeteers create a
shadow puppet show. Try this website:

Create Challenges

Puppets

Year 2 Design & Technology

Answers

Task 4b- Solve the word problems below, underline
important information in the question to help you.

Task lb- Complete the temperature worksheet below.

Reading Thermometers

�
�
/ll!!\1l

Write the correct tem�rotures un<krneath each thermometer.

Struanv

IPauL I
[TI

Who has the bottle with the most water?

How much water do Struan and Paul have altogether?
The temperature in London is 22 'C on Monday. It is 4 'C warmer in Rome.

Sally drank 2 l of milk on Monday, used 3 l of milk when baking on Tuesday and spilt 1 l

What is the temperature in Rome on Monday?

of milk on Wednesday.

C3

The temperature in Glasgow is 15 'C on Saturday. It is 3' C cooler on Sunday.
What is the temperature in Glasgow on Sunday?

Mia has temperature of 39 'C.This is

C3
C3

2 'C higher than i t should be.

What should Mia's temperature be?

!50

r.:@50• 300

What is the scale on this _-
thermometer?

50

oc

0

What is the thermometer .
increasing by at each
interval? 5

How many litres of milk did Sally use altogether?

22
20

Wilmer and his brother had 17 l of water. They used 8 l of the water to water the plants.

18

16

How much water do they have left?

w w

17 l
�
8l

[fi]

orange juice did Jack have than Tess?

42L

SOt

w

35 L

.11.:c

Session 2- To measure temperature.

Reading Thermometers
Write the correct tempentures

Average temperatures for May

underneath each thermometer.

Do Now

the end of
Jay checked the terrperature of his classroom at
week.
each school day. He did this every day for one school

Italy lcelan Germany

2o•c 19•c 1s·c 1o·c 1a•c
What would the temperature in Spain be if it
were 3 degrees Celsius cooler?

I 20 ° cl

Average temperatures for May
Italy lcelan Germany

30

1a•c

Qfil

- The lowest temperature was on Wednesday.
- The highest temperature was on Friday.
- The temperature on Monday was less than 18 degrees
\l.!J
Celsius.
- The temperature on Tuesday was more than the temperature
on Thursday.

(W

r ·.kc....::......___Jas
1--------=-?.....!.l '.:._

Spain Greec

�y
3l 2

-

3!50

•Whatisthescaleonthisdial?
•What isthescalein<:rNSing byal
eachinterval? 50
• Where might you - a dial like this? "Q)

2o•c 19•c 1s·c 1o·c

�

Tess had 35 L of orange juice in her shop. Jack had 42 l in his shop. How much more

What does the thermometer and dial have in common?
How are they different?

Spain Greec

34
32
30
28

fi:j)

@

What would the temperature be in Iceland if it
got warmer by five degrees Celsius?

��§D@

?

Average temperatures for May

Average temperatures for May

Spain Greec

Spain Greea Italy lcelanc Germany
20°c

19°C 1s •c 10°c

The warmest country was
The coolest country was

Italy Iceland Germany

2o·c 19•c 1s·c 1o·c 1a·c
What would the temperature in Spain be if it
were 3 degrees Celsius cooler?

I 20 ° cl

1a·c

SpPIV'.1

at

lceAard

L--____:?�1_'._r..kc;....,:_____JaJ

20 •c

-=

Average temperatures for May

at l.Q_·c

Spain Greec

Italy lcelan Germany

2o·c 19•c 1s·c 1o•c

Session 4- To solve word problems with litres.
12+9=[Ii]

18-3=(ffi

56+4=

8+3+2[ill

[fill

?

--'-"'--'-'-------1._.!.....I.L..J

34+40 =

94-49=�

322-19 = �

20°cl 1s•c 1s·c 10°c
The warmest country was

Session 3- To estimate and measure in litres.
Recap task:

What temperatures � · �
are shown?

c

Can you order them
from coolest to
warmest?
Peter made 11 L or punch for a party. He
spilt 3 L of it. How much punch did he have left?

ITO
[[]

OJ

tj

--�--..I.a..-�

Spain \GreecE Italy Iceland Germany

The coolest country was

Complete the bar model below to help you to solve the
problem.
A restaurant used 25 L of milk last week
and 36 L this week. How many litres of
milk did they use altogether?

t

Average temperatures for May

[B

6+8+9=[b[J

1a•c

What would the temperature be in Iceland if it
got warmer by five degrees Celsius?

Put the numbers 1-3 in ..
the box to order them.

1a·c

S['.UiVI
lce,lat\d,

atl.Q_•c
atl.Q_·c

